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Thesis 1
Hierarchical design with complex pipeline operations

I have developed a new model and a design method, which makes possible handling the arbitrarily
complex pipeline operations similarly to the elementary operations. This method is compatible to the
traditional high level synthesis method (described in [4, 2, 1, 5, 9]).

1.1 The model interprets the latency (Li) and the restarting period (Ri) of an arbitrarily complex
pipeline operation as follows:

Li ≡ tj, Ri ≡ qj

wheretj andqj corresponds to the execution time and the busy time of elementary operations respec-
tively.

1.2 An arbitrarily complex pipeline operation is handled formally as a multiplied elementary opera-
tion. The number of copies is to be calculated as follows:

ci =

⌈

Li + 2

Ri

⌉

1.3 Adjusting a given restarting period (RESTART [8, page 17.]), synchronization (SYNC [8, page
28.]), scheduling [8, page 100–103.] and allocation (CONCHECK [8, page 28.]) algorithms are
extended for using arbitrarily complex pipeline operations during the whole design procedure.

Thesis 2
Systematic decomposition and resource sharing

I have developed a new systematic method for building up a system by applying complex functional
units, either given in advance or yielded during the design.Optimal and approaching execution of the
time overlapping-based allocation are also possible. Thereuseof the individual complex functional units
has targeted, too (described in [7, 5, 10, 6]).

2.1 The functional units are characterized by those operationtypeswhich are executable by them.

2.2 The new algorithm makes possible both tho allocation into functional units given in advance and
helps finding the proper functional units considering cost and reuse.

2.3 The algorithm handles the time overlapping as an incompatibility relation. In this way, the
optimal solution can be calculated from the maximal compatibility classes. The method is capable
to reduce the maximal compatibility classes effectively, thus a quick approaching solution can be
obtained.

Thesis 3
Optimal implementation of data connections in a bus structure

I have developed a new systematic method for optimizing the data connections between allocated proces-
sors yielded by the high-level synthesis in an arbitration-free bus structure. The algorithm provides a
bus structure in which the number of multiplexers and buses can be reduced effectively (described in
[4, 1, 9]).
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3.1 The algorithm interprets the concept of a bus as follows. Each data transferhas a singlesource
and one or moredrains. A bus is connection performing one or more data transfers. The algorithm
handles thedata linksseparately, which areindividual data transfers between a single source and a
single drain.

3.2 The algorithm interprets the drawn of buses as follows. Two data links can be drawn together,
thus they can be allocated to the same bus, if they don’t overlap each other in time, or they overlap
each other in time but they have the same source processor anddifferent drain processor. Two buses
can be drawn together if their data connections are pairwisecompatible.

3.3 I have introduced such optimization parameters, which can ensure the quality requirements and
the fast convergence in a simple and concise way.

Thesis 4
Systematic producing the VHDL description for applying complex pipeline functional units

I have developed a new systematic method for producing automatically the VHDL description of arbi-
trarily complex pipeline functional units and of data connections between them. Based on this result,
the synthesis into FPGA or VLSI may easily be executed by commercial silicon compilers (described in
[3, 12, 11]).

4.1 The entities representing the buffers, the multiplexers, the demultiplexers and the skeleton of
functional units are generated automatically; the functionality of the functional units should be defined
by the designer.

4.2 The specification of the datapath is made by a structural description; the centralized control
specification is performed on behavioural level.

4.3 The complete unit generated in this way can be applied as a complex operation during the hier-
archical synthesis procedure.
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